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Armory Park Historic Zone Advisory Board (APHZAB) 

Minutes  

 

Tuesday, 20 March 2018, 7:00 P.M. 

Parish Hall, Saint Andrew’s Church 

E. 16
th

 Street and S. 5
th

 Avenue 

Tucson, Arizona 

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call. The meeting was called to order at 7:01 PM. A quorum was initially 

established with ten APHZAB members present. 

 

-  APHZAB members: J. Burr, M. Crum, M. Diamond, P. Factor, G. Hesley, E. Hillman, M. Lex, 

M. McClements, M. Means and W. O’Brien.  One other member joined the meeting after the 

approval of previous meeting minutes: S. Grede.  Absent:  W. Duffy.  IT Support: K. Taylor,  

-  City of Tucson Planning & Development Services Department (PDSD) Attendees:  D. 

Bursuck, A. Diehl, M. Taku 

-  Guests:  E. Nottingham, A. Chapman, S. Chapman, R. Curran, M. Gibson, T. Grove, B. 

Kassel, J. Lee, T. Lund, N. Rund, W. Tildas (SP?) 

 

2. Approval of meeting minutes.  Motion made by E. Hillman, seconded by Mr. Crum to 

approve minutes from 20 Feb 2018. Ten votes in favor; none opposed; no abstentions. 

 

3. Historic Preservation Zone (HPZ) Height Modification Analysis. Michael Taku, Dan 

Bursuck, and Allison Diehl presented PDSD’s proposal as their answer to Mayor and Council’s 

direction to create a text amendment that would allow for more intensive development and height 

within the HPZs, so they would not have to resort to pulling lots out of the HPZ areas by 

rezoning them (their only current option). This is what happened at the Trinity site in West 

University and is currently in process at the Baffert site in Armory Park. As presented the 

amendment would allow additional height and a modification of materials on undeveloped lots in 

HPZ’s that are also in the Infill Incentive District (IID) optional overlay zone, where M&C have 

directed the intense infill to occur. Mr. Bursuck outlined that PDSD is meeting with each of the 

HPZ boards and the Tucson Pima County Historical Commission to obtain feedback on (and 

voice support or opposition to) the proposed text amendment developed by the City of Tucson 

staff and consultants over the past months. The proposed change would be to the IID overlay 

zone (UDC 5.12 only) not existing HPZ zoning (UDC 5.8) and would only be applicable to 

vacant commercial lots where no existing historic structure exists where the two zones (IID and 

HPZ) overlap. The proposed language allows for a building height of up to 48 feet (tallest 

existing contributing structure) and use of modern building materials. There are four parcels 

without contributing structures within the Armory Park HPZ and a small number in the other 

three downtown HPZs that are affected. It was noted that both Trinity and the Baffert would 

have remained within the HPZs with this text amendment in place.  
 

The discussion focused upon the pros and cons of the options with respect to historic 

preservation of Armory Park, which is our mission. Most notably, the APHZAB would continue 

to be part of the design review process if the proposed language as restricted to the overlay zone 

is approved, and parcels stay within the HPZ. Also no contributing structure can be demolished 

to use this option. However, when M&C approves the rezoning from HC-3 to C-3, then current 
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HPZ design criteria and review no longer apply, and the structure height limit would be 75 not 

48 feet. Also once the parcel is removed from the HPZ, it could not be put back into the HPZ at a 

later date.  
 

It was noted that the developer of the Baffert site at 5 Points was willing to let his development 

remain in the HPZ if he was allowed to use the text amendment. However he is also currently 

following the parallel path for rezoning to C-3 with some limitations. The Zoning Examiner 

Hearing for the rezoning is April 12. Both processes will take a few months. It may be too late to 

retain that parcel, but others adjacent to the north could remain in the HPZ if the text amendment 

is approved.  
 

Action Taken: After extended discussion, the following motion was presented by John Burr and 

seconded by Phyllis Factor: While there is considerable concern about any negative changes that 

impact our historic zone by a loss of restrictions this text amendment allows for, the Board 

supports the proposed language as presented in that it is restricted (height 48’ and modern 

building materials) only to the IID overlay zone when located within an HPZ. Nine votes in 

favor and two opposed.  

 

4. Historic Preservation Zone Review Cases  

UDC Section 5.8/TSM 9-02.0.0/Historic District Design Guidelines/ Revised Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards and Guidelines  

 

 a. HPZ 17-59, 822 S. 3rd Ave. Parcel # 117080460. a. HPZ 17-59, 822 S. 3rd Ave. Parcel # 

117080460. Mellow and Thøger Lund, property owners. The owners changed their initial 

approved plan to build a 500 square foot addition to the west side of the primary residence. The 

owners were concerned that the initial plan changed the character of the main structure too much. 

They now plan to build a 560 square foot extension connected by a structural “ramada” roof over 

a 400 square foot terrace to the west of the main house. The material on the new structure will 

mirror the main house (e.g. stucco, roofing, windows) and the pitch of the gable will be the same 

(with the addition height of 17’ peak, one foot lower than the back peak of the existing 

structure). The two structures will be connected by a solid, flat structural roof of a material that 

has not yet been determined. The Board asked questions to clarify that the connecting roof would 

be made of an impervious material. The owner would prefer that material to be corrugated metal 

to match a secondary structure on the property; however, the Board noted that the corrugated 

metal does not match a design element of the principle structure. The flat connecting roof will 

not be visible from 3rd Avenue. 

 

Action Taken: The Board recommends approval of the plan as presented providing that the 

connecting roof structure be structurally sound. The Board would allow corrugated metal roofing 

material and be acceptable as long as the said connecting, non-permeable roof structure is not 

visible from the street in this specific application and does not set a precedent for use of 

corrugated metal roofs. Motion by Mr. Lex and seconded by Ms. Hesley. Eleven votes in favor, 

none opposed, no abstentions. 

 
 b. HPZ 18-12, 726 S Bean Ave. Parcel#11706261B. Brian Kassel, property owner. Proposal 

to build two, two-story apartment buildings with one apartment on each floor and a sub basement 

on a vacant lot. Mr. Kassel presented his latest design revision for the four apartment complex 
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that he believes is contextually appropriate for the location. The two structures are connected by 

a common deck. The Board asked numerous questions about the plan as presented. The Board 

noted that Mr. Kassel is allowed to build four units on his property and match existing 

development zone contributing structure attributes, but may need to meet setback requirements 

on interior property lines due to his two story parapet proposed wall height. 

 

1) Mr. Kassel identified two properties inside (19 foot wall height, and 24 foot roof peak height) 

and one outside 23.5 feet wall height) of his current development zone to establish justification 

for his height (24 wall height plus 3 foot parapet =27’). He further provided examples of six 

similar properties well outside his development zone as examples. However, he has not 

requested an expanded development zone, based upon his understanding of feedback from Mr. 

Taku that a request for an expanded development zone was not necessary. Without a formal 

letter of expanded development zone from PDSD, the Board informed Mr. Kassel that he could 

not include the property at the southeast corner of South 3rd Avenue and East 17
th

 Street, and 

would be limited to the 2 types of height (either wall or roof peak) of his development zone. 

 

2) As a result of persistent concerns, the Board provided documentation (legal description of 

parcel-permit T09AN00395) from the City’s Property Research Online site identifying a utility 

easement for relocating existing sewer, gas and electric services on the south 10 feet of the 

property lot that could impact upon the current design (i.e. siting, setbacks). Per the Unified 

Development Code 7.12: Easements Required: Easements shall be provided for utilities, 

vehicular and pedestrian access, drainage, and other purposes as required by the appropriate 

utility agency, review agency, or City department. Mr. Kassel believes that this docket number 

(13591/3959) is no longer valid and has been superseded by a new docket number. He also stated 

that he has a report from Stewart Title Guaranty Company stating that there are no easements on 

the property and can provide a newer survey that doesn’t show any easements. Mr. Kassel 

provided a copy of that title report subsequent to the meeting and is included as an attachment to 

this LAR. 

 

3) The Board expressed concern about the design with respect to massing, site utilization, wall 

height, roof type, and setbacks. Per Mr. Kassel’s plan, the two structure complex will occupy 

3,275 square feet or 60.98% of the lot area of 5,347 square feet (not including terraces or 

sidewalks). However, he will also be requesting set back waivers for the north (6 and 7 feet), 

south (0 and 13 feet), east (1 foot = 24 feet for parking) and west (3 feet) of the property and zero 

lot lines without allowing neighbors who live within the 300’ notice area to comment. 

 

Action Taken:  

The Board recommends denial of the plan as submitted on the basis of massing due to two 

almost equally large structures creates a large overall footprint consuming the majority of the 

property and is different site utilization than any property in the development zone. Motion by 

Mr. Grede and seconded by Ms. Factor. Ten votes in favor, none opposed, one abstention. 

 
The Board also made the following recommendations: 

1) Consider a single building instead of two or a larger building on the east and a smaller 

building on the west of the parcel to help alleviate the massing concerns for the small space.  
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2) Request a replatting of the legal description of the lot to remove the recorded easement and a 

note #10 on the document stating that all utilities to be relocated within the 10 foot utility 

easement based upon the updated title company report. 

3) Request a variance hearing for those neighbors within 300’ notice area of the parcel to 

comment due to the number of variances he is requesting. 

 
 c. HPZ 17-74, 731 S 4th Avenue. Parcel#117072380. (HPZ Violation). John Lee, property 

owner. Installation of security bars on 4th Ave windows and glass block windows on Railroad 

Ave side without HPZ review. (APHZAB Review on 21 Nov 2017) Mr. Lee presented his 

proposed resolutions to the two violations on his property. The Board referenced the LARs from 

APHZAB on 21 Nov 2017 and Tucson Pima County Historical Commission Plans Review 

Subcommittee on 11 Jan 2018 for this review. 

 
1)  Installation of Security Bars: Mr. Lee proposed to remove the decorative features on the 

bottom of the security bars while retaining the rest of the security bars.  However, the Board 

considers all of the security bars to be decorative and referred back to its LAR from 21 Nov 

2017:  2. The Board recommends that the property owner remove the 4th Ave. window security 

bars or replace them with some more historically appropriate. Mr. Lee opted to remove the 

security bars. 

 

2) Installation of Glass Block Windows:  Mr. Lee proposed to install a fence parallel to the rear 

of the house to conceal or screen the glass block windows from view. He offered a crude 

drawing of his solution, but no specifics. It wasn’t clear from the information presented if this 

would be an acceptable solution. Again, the Board referred back to the its LAR from 21 Nov 

2017: 1. While APHZAB would not have permitted the use of glass block windows if asked prior 

to their installation, the Board is willing to allow them to remain if the property owner develops 

a plan to retrofit their exterior appearance to make them look more conforming to historically 

appropriate windows and presents his proposal to the Board. The Board emphasizes this sets no 

precedent for other properties. The Board also referenced the TPCHC-PRS LAR from 11 Jan 

2018: (B) USE OF GLASS BOCK WINDOWS. It was moved by Commissioner Stables, duly 

seconded by Commissioner Jenkins to recommend continuance to provide the applicant the 

opportunity to: (1) provide a screen or screen wall to conceal windows from view; (2) return to 

APHZAB with a the proposal for review; (3) Based on APHZAB review, minor review or return 

to PRS for review and recommendation(s); and (4) Glass block will set no precedence for other 

properties. 

 

Action Taken:  

1) The Board recommends approval of Mr. Lee’s decision to remove the 4
th

 Avenue security 

bars. Motion by Mr. Grede and seconded by Ms. Hillman. Eleven votes in favor, none opposed, 

no abstentions. 

2) The Board recommends denial of the glass window solution based upon insufficient 

information.  The Board further recommends a minor review after Mr. Lee submits required 

paperwork including a complete site plan, a complete elevation plan and sample of material to be 

used to PDSD and will try to expedite a solution as quickly as possible. Motion by Mr. Grede 

and seconded by Ms. Hillman. Eleven votes in favor, none opposed, no abstentions. 
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 d. HPZ 17-91, 245 S 5th Ave. Parcel#117062650. (HPZ Violation). Waverly Rentals, 

property owner. Windows/ doors/ porch replacements without HPZ review. (APHZAB Review 

on 21 Nov 2017) No owners attended this meeting.  No actions taken. 

 

5.  Courtesy Review Cases.  None 

 

6.  Updates on Completed Minor Reviews Conducted Since Last Meeting. Given the significant 

length of the meeting, the Secretary agreed to provide members with an email summarizing the 

results of the following approved minor reviews: 

 

a. HPZ-17-100, 230 S Herbert Ave, Parcel #11706257A, Erbe/Schuerman Residence – 

Gate/Wall/Wrought Iron on 7 Feb 2018 

 

 b. HPZ-18-01, 509 S 6th Avenue, Parcel #11707053A, Goldstein – Accessory Structure: 

Roof Replacement/Fascia/ Railings/Wood Fence on 1 March 1, 2018 

 

 c. HPZ-18-05, 736 S. Herbert Avenue, Parcel #11707298B, Berger – Chain 

Link/Gate/Wrought Iron Fence Replacement on March 1, 2018 

 

 d. HPZ-18-14, 270 East 17
th

 Street, Parcel#11707286C, Darnell Residence – Replacement 

Roof Shingles 

 

7.  Call to the Public. The guests encouraged the Board to continue to post the APHZAB 

meeting agendas on the Armory Park Listserve site to help keep owners and residents informed 

of other developments in the community. 

 

8. Discussion of APHZAB Administrative Issues. 

 

 a. Update on meeting with Boards and Commissions re paperless approach. This was an 

action from the APHZAB meeting on 20 Feb 2018. Mr. Means provided a summary of the 

meeting on 1 Mar 2018 with Ms. Mesich and Ms. Marrufo from Boards and Commissions within 

the City Clerk’s Office. Of particular note is that we will not use APHZAB.org as a website due 

to legal concerns that a website with ‘APHZAB’ in the title might appear to be an ‘official’ city 

site based upon the name alone. However, a website of a different title, independently managed 

and controlled but receptive to our input, would deal with those concerns. It could be linked off 

of the APNA website for user convenience. APHZAB will not maintain its own website. 

  

 b. Update on APHZAB use of WUHZAB design guidelines. This was an action from the 

APHZAB meeting on 20 Feb 2018. Mr. Means informed the Board that Mr. Robert Fleming, 

Chairman of West University Historic Zone Advisory Board, has approved the liberal use to 

adapt/adopt the WUHZAB’s guidelines if the APHZAB updates it guidelines. The Board 

recommends that WUHZAB be properly credited for any material used by the APHZAB.  Mr. 

Fleming also stated that the WUHZAB recently updated its guidelines to permit metal-clad wood 

windows, but has not considered, much less adopted, any other modern-materials changes as yet.  
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 c. Looking up information on the Gdrive. The Board expressed favorable feedback regarding 

the continued use of the Gdrive as a data repository for the consolidation of meeting material for 

ease of access during the APHZAB meetings and posting of pre-meeting information rather than 

sending numerous individual emails. There was no issue of this approach during the meeting 

with Boards and Commissions. However, both Mr. Burr and Ms. Factor preferred receiving the 

information via email. 

 

 d.  What’s on Your Mind? 
   

  1) The Board will increasingly be challenged to conduct its responsibilities to ensure the 

historic preservation of the community, given the amount of development pressures brought by 

the growing monetary investments in the greater downtown area. 

 

 2) APNA will send a formal letter of protest to the Zoning Examiner in regard to the 

rezoning of the Baffert project's parcel out of the HPZ before the anticipated hearing on 12 April, 

2018, and share it with the APHZAB. Last summer, APNA did endorse a revised proposal for a 

36' three story building on the site, providing it remained within the HPZ. It did not endorse a 

rezoning and has not endorsed the 48' proposal as presented in the rezoning conditions. [The vote 

was predicated on the success of a text amendment proposal for (limited) HPZ height and 

materials modification.] The APHZAB is the only party that is legally a "party of standing" 

[APNA is not] to appeal a decision of the Zoning Examiner (within 14 days) on that rezoning's 

recommendations. A Special Meeting of APHZAB would need to be called for a formal vote to 

have the Chair file a formal appeal, if necessary. As the fee ($671) could only be waived by 

M&C, not staff, that request would need to be included in the vote and a separate appeal made to 

APNA to provide (hopefully, temporarily) the fees, if needed. The process then, if recommended 

by the Zoning Examiner, moves to M&C, probably by June. The discussion and parallel paths 

are ongoing and will require timely monitoring and response. 

 

9. Next Scheduled Meeting:  17 Apr 2018 

 

10. Adjournment. 9:26 PM. 

 

Martha McClements 

Chairperson, APHZAB 
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Attachment – 726 S Bean Avenue 
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